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Abstract
In recent years the process of transportation needs a highly effective traffic system in order to monitor all consumer
goods as many goods are left out at different locations. To handle such moving cases cloud platform is highly helpful
as with respect to geographical location the goods are mapped in correct form. However incorporation of single
cloud platform does not provide sufficient amount of storage about all goods thus a multiple cloud platform is introduced in proposed system. As multiple cloud platform is provided the security features of each data base system is
also checked and enhanced using encryption keys. Moreover for proper operating conditions of multiple cloud platforms an analytical model is designed that synchronizes necessary data at end system. The defined analytical model
focuses on solving multiple objectives that are related to critical energy problems where demand problems are
reduced. Further the encryption process is carried out using Improved BlowFish Algorithm (IBFA) by allocating proper
resources with decryption keys. To validate the effectiveness of proposed method five scenarios are considered where
all scenario outcomes proves to be much higher than existing models by an average of 43%.
Keywords: Security, Multiple cloud platform, Encryption, Transportation, Data storage
Introduction
Since all of the data is kept in the cloud, the development
in the field of transportation applications offers strong
support for wireless data transfer from diverse locations.
To prevent the data of all customers, however, the process of data storage necessitates the activation of specific security elements. Additionally, as transportation
applications are used in significant numbers across several nations, it is impossible to send, receive, and store a
vast amount of data on a single cloud. As a result, many
cloud systems can be combined to create a real-time
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data interchange platform with the best functionalities.
Additionally, the integration of public and private data
through several clouds qualifies a platform as a hybrid
cloud. When a hybrid cloud platform is used, all uncertainties are eliminated and the delicate parts of the conveyance process are correctly identified. A central data
service system is made possible by the fact that even the
type of service can be automatically dispersed across all
geographical locations in the cloud. Multiple cloud data
sets are reported to a central station as part of the central data process, and at this step, security features are
strengthened by encrypting and decrypting keys.
Any sort of assault on many clouds is prohibited by
the adoption of such key management systems, and in
this case, the data is routed through the proper channels. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of several cloud
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Fig. 1 Block diagram of multiple cloud system for transportation application

storage systems for use in transportation applications.
New transport users submit the initial request, and the
currently available free space is examined. In order to
prevent user duplication when there are many clouds
present, users will be admitted if there is any available
space on the cloud platform. All data will be encrypted
once users have access to the cloud platform, and the
platform will be balanced in these circumstances. A
lookup operation is carried out by transmitting the data
over wireless media by sharing the channel since the
data is balanced in the relevant cloud network. A database is built and designated as an inventive network for
carrying out transport applications when the data has
been shared with n users. The exchange unit will be
activated by the aforementioned network and database,
and at the very end, the consumer data is decrypted at
the output units.
Main contributions

Many of the existing methods that uses IoT as major
data application for transportation does not implement
security factors where low emission are provided. Thus
it is not possible to provide green IoT at all surrounding places where more amount of traffic is present in the
system. In addition a generalized system model for green
IoT applications is not integrated with other automated
algorithms. Even if multiple cloud systems are present
the downlink latency is much higher as synchronization
of multiple data is not achieved with designed model.
Moreover the energy factor remains as a major drawback
in existing approach as the multiple cloud platforms are
operated under green IoT it is essential to supply more
amount of input power to all connected nodes that provides information about data vertices points.

To overcome the above mentioned drawbacks the proposed method is incorporated with blowfish algorithm
and the major contributions are as follows,
• Design and examine the effect of green IoT arrangement for transportation applications using multiple
cloud data base platform at minimized energy rate.
• To minimize the collision rate of multiple cloud data
base system by allocating appropriate resources at
low latency periods.
• To provide minimum data weight and high encryption ratio to all cloud system where idle data can be
identified at high rapidity rate.
Paper organization

The rest of the article is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a basic indulgent on existing approaches that supports implementation of proposed method. Section 3
provides the system design model for both green IoT and
multiple cloud platforms with secure data storage for
transportation applications. Section 4 integrates the system model in loop based format with step-by-step implementations. Section 5 provides experimental outcomes of
designed system model under five different scenarios and
at last Sect. 6 concludes the paper with limitations and
future scope.

Literature analysis
In order to combine fundamental formulations and techniques, this section gives information on existing models. Modernizing cloud computing systems is impossible
without understanding the implementation cases’ stepby-step processes. As a result, some of the fundamental
implementation tests that have recently been made using
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case studies and their behaviour in diverse applications
are supplied. Typically, all current practises use a single
cloud platform with a lot of storage, but the Internet of
Things (IoT) process is completely different in every setting. Given that all issues were resolved in the aforementioned situation, it is referred to as a “green IoT” scenario.
[1] makes an energy trade-off by introducing three main
goals—learning, processing, and providing high security
to entire cloud systems.The cloud platform is introduced
with encryption code at all edge computing environments by using three objective scenarios. Although edge
performance offers great detection accuracy, real-time
applications employing hardware setup do not use these
enabling technologies. Additionally, the energy trade-off
offered by the application platform is significantly more
challenging to perform in adjacent scenarios, so no direct
connection is made to the smart detecting system. Fifth
generation networks change the entire network design to
boost the energy efficiency of IoT processes for various
applications [2]. This update results in a singular communication channel being used by all IoT-enabled electric appliances, where all data is gathered and managed
in cloud storage systems. However, since the data is continually sent through the same communication route, the
cost of using a different channel type rises erratically.
High security methods are used to process a scalable
framework network [3] with a high connection matrix
where continuous connectivity is ensured. The aforementioned connectivity is processed using the same
channel, but the placement of the nodes is arbitrary. No
clear information on the output data is obtained because
of the increased data transfer to the cloud caused by the
nodes’ random positions. Even cloud computing systems
are pushed through their paces with different application
scenarios, such as health care monitoring systems [4],
where the performance of the entire network is improved
with less computer power. The cost of implementation
is lower because there are fewer resources available, but
this method also uses random placement techniques.
When examining the output units using an event simulator on a simulation platform, it is discovered that the
proposed method only delivers the desired performance
when two separate cloud parameters are used, while the
other cloud parameters are left inactive. Since a dependable storage space must be created for the cloud network’s communication tool to process all necessary data,
a coded segment is created under various network categories. A time-dimensional matrix is used to create the
coded format, and more data centre paths with low probability rates are offered. As the likelihood rates are lower,
the network components are distributed more evenly
throughout the entire system, boosting the dependability of the cloud storage device. Even if the system is more
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reliable, because the time allocation approach is based
on polynomial distribution, a sequence of time changes
can be seen using cloud systems’ adaptive nature. In one
specific application of IoT in real-time networks, vehicle
applications are selected using a route-based technique
[6] and demand parameters in cloud systems are examined. Due to the significantly lower demand, it has been
noticed that time management tactics are used, leading
to the random selection of various routes. The cost of the
data collection unit would climb even more if there were
many data collection plans existing in the cloud management system.
Additionally, a unique routing technique is used with a
cloud hop counting mechanism [7], where many targets
are chosen in the system, to monitor precarious cloud
energy. Every goal is developed and processed using a
different cloud platform. However, one disadvantage of
the setup procedure is that cloud storage space is offered
for specific goals that are not required if data is delivered at a much slower rate. For cloud support systems,
a fog computing model is also taken into account [8]; it
is based on the theoretical calculation of complete systems. The observed computational model is replicated
in five distinct case studies, and it is discovered that only
25% of the data is passed in the cloud with high security
measures, while 75% of the data can be retrieved using
public encrypted keys. Additionally, a survey was conducted as a first step to identify the green IoT process
using cloud computing techniques, and more changes are
noted in this survey [9], as green IoT can only be represented for systems that have low energy for processing
multiple applications and is in no way related to cloud
management techniques. But only when data processing
and administration are done correctly can cloud storage
methods always represent the term “green IoT.“ Additionally, a system must work for processing data with different keys regardless of the application platform being
used, allowing for the control of any external assault.
With the help of a deep learning algorithm, the researchers [10] have made minor adjustments to the system,
which now uses a cloud density method to detect any
anomalies. A neural network with hidden cloud units is
used in the direct realization of applications as the cloud
computing approaches are handled with the best possible
selection path.
Due to the existence of direct implementation scenarios, large applications that are determined for the smart
development of diverse cities employing transportation
indicators can be processed [11]. This intelligent development process needs encrypted keys that can be decoded
using segments that are 128 bits long. In contrast, only
128 bits are required in encrypted scenarios, so making
several choices for cloud storage security is still pointless.
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The measurement of daily activities in powered framework models is also used to calculate individual cloud
scores [12–16]. A customer satisfaction framework
model using multiple cloud platform is examined [17]
where a level agreement is provided for increasing the
attention of all customers. During the above mentioned
customer satisfaction framework the address of competing customers are provided by approving third party customers and it is provided as reliable framework method.
But if third party users are present then external users
can able to enter into the encrypted multiple cloud platform thus there is a high possibility of data breach. After
keeping track of the cloud’s health, it has been discovered that under low point scenarios, resources can be
distributed more sparingly while maintaining high cloud
operating efficiency. In the proposed method, which is
detailed in Sect. 2, all the above indulgent are taken into
account when framing the analytical model.

Analytical model
The analytical model that is put forth in this section is
used to calculate all the values linked to the operation of
transportation apps, where the output fields are automatically stored on a variety of cloud platforms with strict
security controls. The earliest stages of formulation are
carried out by utilising IoT processes with various wireless sensor installations. It is crucial to assess the uplink
and downlink latency prominence of multiple cloud platforms during this installation, which is calculated using
Eq. (1) as shown below.
li =

n
i=1 ul (i) + dl (i) + sl (i) + rl (i)

(1)

Where,
ul , dl represents uplink and downlink latency of multiple storage clouds
sl denotes synchronization period of multiple cloud
platform
rl describes allocation of resources to all encrypted
cloud storage systems
Equation (1) requires that the cloud system’s synchronization values guarantee a high likelihood of controlling
the parametric values, where all relevant demands in the
transportation application must be met. If more than one
demand is made and a collision occurs, the presence of
more collisions can be reduced using Eq. (2) as shown
below.

Ci = min(1 −

n

i=1 e

ρi
zi

)

(2)

Where,
ρi indicates the approximation of resources in cloud
zi represents available transportation cloud parametric
values

The number of cloud nodes will be significantly reduced
if the parametric values for both resources are lowered,
preventing direct collisions with a high probability. The
power of each individual node must be decreased in the
manner described below in order to minimise the use of
all cloud resources.

ρi = min ni=1 power i ∗ γi
(3)

Where,
power i indicates input power that is transmitted to
cloud
γi denotes latency period of individual cloud platform
Since there are various clouds, a centralized data center
platform is required to collect all the data. As a result,
the analytical model uses a cloud graphing point, which
is framed as a minimization point using Eq. (4) as shown
below.


wi
τi = min ni=1 (vi −
)
dci

(4)

Where,
vi represents the data vertices in individual cloud
wi indicates data weight in a particular unit
dci describes the amount of data centers that are available for multiple cloud platform
As data is collected utilizing various cloud encrypted
sets, there may be a high chance of failure during the data
transmission phase. Therefore, using Eq. (5), the failure
rate during the transmission phase must be reduced as
follows,


vol i

∗ βi
fi = min ni=1
(5)
1 − dai
Where,
vol i denotes total volume of data in all clouds
dai indicates available data centers
βi represents the decision variable of data transmission
stages
The data transmission stage in Eq. (5) is subject to following constraint,

0 if dai is not available
βi =
(6)
1 if dai is availabe
If βi = 1then the number of available data transmission stage must be secured using tuple node formation
method that is formulated in Eq. (7) as follows,

ti =

n
i=1

IDi + act i + inact i + ϑi

(7)

Where,
IDi indicates unique ID of a particular cloud storage
node
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act i , inact i denotes active and inactive states of transmission process
ϑi represents type of transceiver performance
Using cloud computing, where data is processed with
high security, the objective function of a defined transportation application is generated. As a result, the minimization issue described by Equation is a combination of
all the Eq. (8).

obj i = min ni=1 Ci , ρi , τi , fi
(8)

By tying together the required parts of the system, the
objective function in Eq. (8) is applied in the real-time
cloud computing toolkit. Since the proposed method is
implemented using much lower data weights even with
multiple cloud based systems low cost of operation is
guaranteed. In addition the number of resources that
are provided to each cloud platform is much lesser than
threshold value thus using lower amount of resources
proposed method operates without any collision. Therefore at low operational cost projected method can able
to provide better efficiency with high encryption rate.
Additionally proactive monitoring is provide in projected
system model thus reducing unnecessary energy expenditure with low demand values. But an optimization
approach has been adopted and is discussed in Sect. 3 in
order to improve the effectiveness of the proposed method’s functioning capability.

Optimization algorithm
In the entire system, the sensor nodes must be encrypted
in order to increase the security of data in transportation applications. Thus, to meet high encryption requirements, the Improved BlowFish Algorithm (IBFA) cypher
algorithm is selected. IBFA is also built using an S-shaped
design, with one segment used for input case encryption
and other segments used for input case decryption. The
main benefit of selecting IBFA is that it offers encryption
codes to all data units more quickly, allowing all imports
in transportation applications to be reported to customers as soon as feasible [18–21]. IBFA is recommended
over other data encryption standards because it requires
fewer operational procedures than other encryption
methods. The key management procedure is distributed
among all the required replacement blocks using various
array sizes when the optimization of IBFA begins. Subkeys are formed with 16 round periods in the following
stage, and they are extended for 32 further periods until
the final data is encrypted. As a result, a parallel structure with independent register units will be used to continuously cycle through and monitor all of the important
periods. Additionally, the IBFA applies the pipeline idea
in circumstances of direct realization, which leads to a
reduction in the time it takes for uplink and downlink
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frequencies to synchronize. The IBFA mathematical
model is as follows,

encryptioni =

n
i=1 (ed i

+ ek i )

(9)

Where,
ed i , ek i indicates encrypted data and corresponding key
segment
Equation (9) represents the encrypted data and key in
terms of bytes per second, and Eq. (10) represents the
time required to encrypt a specific piece of data before
sending it to the cloud as follows,

encryptiont (i) =

n sd (i)
i=1
ri

(10)

Where,
sd indicates corresponding size of data that is present
in cloud
ri represents rapidity rate of data to be transferred
In order to transfer the data as quickly as feasible, the
speed of all the data across numerous cloud platforms
must be enhanced.
At the conclusion of each cycle period, the aforementioned technique is also used to decode the appropriate
codes. Equation (11) can therefore be used to compute
the rapidity rate as follows,

ri =

n Cp (i)
i=1
Cb (i)

(11)

Where,
Cp, Cb denotes data that is transferred in cycles per second and bits respectively
Algorithm – Improved BlowFish Algorithm (IBFA)
Input

Initialize multiple cloud storage platform with latency
periods for both uplink and downlink periods, and synchronization latencies by allocating corresponding
resources for transportation applications ;
Output

Collision avoidance multiple cloud platform at minimized input power using key encryption code at reduced
data volume;
Step 1: At first, the objective function is constructed
with the collision factor using Ci;
Step 2: Initialize the amount of resources that needs
to be supplied for transportation application that
must be followed by certain improvements in power
allocation factor power i with 0 ≤ i ≤ 1, and its individual latency period determination γi with prevention of direct collision cases;
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Step 3: While do.
Provide the vertices rate of individual cloud platform vi in both presence and absence of data centers in a systematic way for computing the graphing
points in transportation process by using Eq. (4);
Verify the data weight values in multiple cloud
platform using corner vertices values τi for identifying the critical data changes;
If the critical data changes are higher τi is not at
(τi < N ) do
Modify the volume of data in multiple cloud platform in all available data centers that is allocated
to a particular transport which is having different decision variables using Equations (4) and (5)
fi with 1 ≤ i ≤ N into N number of volume data
states;
// Data transmission stage
Update the decision variables βi with random tuple
node function ti by generating the unique ID IDi
using active and inactive states as shown in Eq. (7);
//Data encryption phase
Select the encrypted data and key matrix with
changes in rapidity rate ri as defined in Equations
(9) and (10);
Update the rapidity rate using Eq. (11) with cycle
per second and bit values of corresponding key vectors followed by the data segment values of cloud
and compute the new secured data position;
The improvements in vertices segments in separate
areas are updated by using Eq. (9);

cloud new = cloud old + 1;
End;
Step 4: If (fi < 0) then

f ← 0 ; //Interchange the existing solution in the
current loop with the new solution;
End if;
Step 5: If (βMAX [0, 1] < 1) then
Re-initialize the cloud values with new segments;
Obtain the overall best solution;
End if;
Step 6: If (fmax < N ) //Existing solution is replaced
with the new solution

cloud i = cloud modified
;

fmin = N ; //Attain the most feasible solutions for
determining the overall best solution;
Increment the count cloud new by 1;
Return the best overall solution;
End;
The above mentioned step-by-step implementation is
provided in flow chart for direct implementation as represented in Fig. 2.

Results and discussions
In this section, the experimental verification scenarios
for the suggested method are explained, where all formulated variables and mathematical expressions are connected in a loop structure. The selection of the number
of cloud storage systems in this type of cloud computing
procedure is based on the data volume. It is not possible
to add new cloud computing capabilities if a user selects
both the storage system and the data based on the current scenario but if that condition changes in the future.
The number of parameters connected to output determinations is not modified because the proposed method
is also evaluated and simulated for transportation applications. The number of control centres for the cloud
storage system is 52, and each of these unique units is
connected to the central point of view in order to achieve
the results suggested by the suggested method. Therefore,
numerous cloud data sets are linked using time-demand
output blocks if there are any unidentified actions in the
transportation application. Additionally, IBFA is integrated with the suggested formulation for graph analysis,
resulting in a constant 425 configuration setups. The following scenarios were chosen to validate the proposed
multiple cloud computing system using high encryption
standards,
Scenario 1: Evaluation of latency.
Scenario 2: Minimization of data collision.
Scenario 3: Resource allocation and vertices determination.
Scenario 4: Amount of failure rate.
Scenario 5: Encryption rapidity rate.
All five of the aforementioned scenarios—where hardware and software systems are combined with identical
configuration setups—are evaluated, simulated, and compared with current models. The starting configuration is
established for the simulation situation so that there is
more data than there are generated packets. However,
the suggested method has a significant limitation in that
all packets are arranged linearly, necessitating multiple
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Fig. 2 IBFA for transportation applications

cloud segments to simulate a single situation. Additionally, the suggested solution addresses the drawback of
simulation with existing models by offering active services to all required cloud stations. As a result, stations
that are necessary are turned on for a while, and stations
that are not necessary are turned off. The following is a
full description of each scenario.
Scenario 1

Using uplink and downlink loop values, the latency
period of data that is present during the transmission
and reception stages is calculated. The values of crucial
parameters will vary even every second in transportation
applications, and all of these changes must be reorganized in the cloud storage system. If these types of changes
are reported to a central data center, the system is said to

be extremely secure with regard to any data changes. If
the data is inactive for a predetermined amount of time,
the relevant channel that transfers the data needs to be
examined. The cloud storage system offers a new key
for determination cases during this checking period and
decodes the same at the receiver. Before moving on to the
next level, more resources must be assigned to the same
data if it was correctly received after decoding. The data
may, however, occasionally become completely lost. In
these cases, synchronization between uplink and downlink data is offered, retransmitting the transportation
parametric data to the appropriate centers. The latency
times for the data in the suggested technique are shown
in Fig. 3.
Figure 3; Table 1 shows that five different data segment with uplink latency rates of 2.33, 3.47, 4.84.5.12,
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Fig. 3 Latency periods with synchronization

Table 1 Latency using synchronization
Uplink

Downlink

Total latency [4] Total latency
(Proposed)

2.33

0.7

56

34

3.47

0.9

53

25

4.84

1.3

52

21

5.12

1.6

50

18

5.9

1.8

50

12

and 5.9 s are taken into consideration (in the case if the
data is transmitted). Accordingly, the downlink latency
rates are given as 0.7, 0.9, 1.3, 1.6, and 1.8. The total
latency of a projected multiple cloud storage system
is compared to a single cloud platform using the rates
mentioned above, where the exiting method has more
inactive periods [4]. This can be demonstrated using an
uplink time of 5.12 s and a downlink time of 1.6 s for
the same data. In this case, the total latency provided
by the proposed method is 18 s, including synchronization and other required resources. In contrast, the current technique allows for a 50-second latency interval
while sending a single data packet to the cloud. Because
there is only one cloud platform available, all of the data
revolves around the same encrypted code that cannot

be changed. This is the main cause of the prolonged
periods of inactivity.
Scenario 2

Data duplication and collision are both possible as a
result of the availability of several cloud storage systems. So, using experimental analysis, the quantity of
resources allotted to a specific encrypted cloud is looked
at in order to ascertain the collision rate of data transmission systems. Additionally, data synchronization raises
the system’s overall collision rate, leading to the need for
approximations while handling transportation parametric data. The transportation characteristics will also be
dynamic in another mode, necessitating separate access
for various cloud systems. Even the dynamic nature mentioned above will result in collision effects, and the proposed method determines the exponential rate in order
to avoid this kind of collision. Due to the collision process’ exponential rate, Fig. 4’s simulation shows virtually
little change. Exact data collision rates across various
cloud platforms are provided by the distinction between
resources allotted and values stored.
It is shown in Fig. 4; Table 2 that the parametric values that are altered in random form are separated from
approximation values that are varied from 10 to 50. The
changes in parametric values are represented, respectively, by 2,8,14,23, and 26. Due to these modifications,
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Fig. 4 Collision rates of multiple cloud metrics

4.5 and 1.9 for all data transmitted in the cloud system,
respectively.

Table 2 Collision rate of multiple cloud data
Approximated
resources
10

Cloud
parametric
values

Collision rate Collision
[4]
rate
(Proposed)

2

4.4

2.6

20

8

4.8

2.2

30

14

4.3

2

40

23

4.5

1.9

50

26

4.9

1.7

the exponential term continues to produce negative
data transmission values; hence, storage systems provide a difference of 1. The total collision rate is measured, simulated, and compared with the current model
[4] after negative values have been avoided. It can
be seen from the comparison case that the existing
method has a high collision rate because there is only
one cloud storage system. In contrast, the proposed
method separates data into different storage systems
within each cloud platform, which lowers the collision
rate. This can be confirmed by comparing 30 different
approximated data values with 14 different cloud parametric values. According to this specification, the collision rates of the current and proposed methods are

Scenario 3

The primary resource designated for processing all data
is known as power, since input data can only be delivered
to different cloud platforms if there is enough power in
the system. A boundary value is produced for this kind
of input source that is measured in terms of vertices, and
only particular regions inside those vertices will certain
data be sent at high power. If the moving transportation
area remains the same, the data will remain static on the
same cloud platform, necessitating no change in power.
Additionally, the weight of the data in each cloud must
be calculated in order to distribute the data center in the
proposed approach that is in charge of the precise weight.
However, the current approach does not allocate data
centers according to the weight of a given piece of data,
so a single cloud signal is unable to explore the vertices
rate. Additionally, the latency of each cloud is measured
in relation to shifting weights, leading to the establishment of graphing points with minimization values. Simulated values for centralized data points are shown in
Fig. 5.
Figure 5; Table 3 shows that the power is changed
stepwise from 5 to 10 watts, with the corresponding
boundary indices being 6.33, 7.21, 7.86, 8.24, 8.93, and
9.12. With regard to the allocated data weights in the
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Fig. 5 Comparison of power with data centers

cloud system, the number of data centers is reduced
throughout these adjustments. Additionally, the proposed method is able to assign transportation data to
the appropriate data center according to a specific area
due to the presence of vertices. However, the encrypted
key management system is unaffected in the event of a
sudden channel shift. As a result, there is still only one
data center in the final phase of the process. This may
be shown by utilizing a boundary that is 8.93 watts on
all sides and an input power of 9 watts. The existing
method uses 17 different data centers, whereas the proposed method only allocates 1 during this data specification, resulting in significant energy waste for a single
cloud platform.
Table 3 Amount of power
Amount of
power

Vertices

Number of data
centers [4]

Number of data
centers (Proposed)

5

6.33

15

4

6

7.21

16

4

7

7.86

16

3

8

8.24

17

3

9

8.93

17

2

10

9.12

17

1

Scenario 4

In applications that transport data from cloud storage,
there is a significant chance that the data won’t arrive at
its destination on time because of the mobile environment. Even though the amount of data is much higher,
this type of failure rate must be lower, and for peace of
mind, ad hoc nodes can also be installed in a way that
fully supports end devices. Determining the number of
central and subordinate data centers in the cloud system can also help to lower the failure rate of transportation nodes. It is possible to avoid data redundancy by
separating two different data centers and transmitting the
data directly to the central station. The aforementioned
procedure is only used when the total amount of data
exceeds the threshold cloud data limit. A decision variable that uses the current threshold limit of data in the
corresponding application is reproduced to determine
the maximum limit of data. Thus, Fig. 6 shows the simulated values.
Figure 6; Table 4 shows that a total of 500 megabytes of
data is transmitted in one location from various modes
of transportation, and the system has allocated relevant
data centers. For the total volume of data, there are
22,463,683, and 99 data centers, respectively. Practically
speaking, the proposed method outperforms the current method [4] in the comparison case with a low failure
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Fig. 6 Failure rate of multiple data clouds

Table 4 Failure rate of data in multiple cloud
Total
volume of
data

Number of
data centers

Failure rate
(Percentage)
(Existing)

Failure rate
(Percentage)
(Proposed)

100

22

67

30

200

46

64

21

300

68

61

17

400

83

60

11

500

99

56

9

rate of data that is transmitted either through the same
cloud link or through a different cloud link. Even though
the volume of data is much higher in different places, the
projected method’s failure rate is still less than 10%. This
may be demonstrated in a real-world experimental scenario with a total data volume of 500 and 99 data centers, respectively. One central data server will be present
for the data management system instead of 99 data centers, as was previously mentioned. The proposed method
offers a data failure rate of 9% with the aforementioned
volume, while the current method offers a substantially
higher failure rate of 56%.
Scenario 5

The IBFA’s provision of data encryption for end-user data
transmission is put to the test using this scenario. The
loss rate and delay are decreased when IBFA is integrated

with analytical models because no delinquent data is
transmitted, even on mobile platforms. However, if data
is not encrypted, there will be a rise in data duplication
across multiple clouds, which will lead to a failure in
data transmission. Because there are many clouds, it is
possible for real-time data from one cloud to be stored
in another cloud, where users will not be able to access
it even after decrypting it because system specifications
differ. As a result, necessary storage is offered on the
same cloud platform with encryption, which also reduces
data duplication. The key management step is where the
encryption process typically begins, and if there is more
data, the encryption process’ speed must be increased.
Figure 7 uses a simulation to show the encryption process’ speed.
According to Fig. 7; Table 5, the encryption rate of the
proposed IBFA is significantly higher than the existing
method [4], and the following data specifications, which
have data sizes that are exactly the same as those in the
previous scenario cases of 100 to 500, respectively, can
attest to this. The encryption speeds for individual data
that is spread over several cloud platforms are 160, 360,
540, 620, and 890 for total data sizes. With the proposed
method using IBFA, the encryption time of a specific
data is therefore less than 50 s by separating the data size
and rapidity rate. After testing with the same configuration, the existing method [4] offers a higher encryption
period that is significantly higher than 50%, even for
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Fig. 7 Encryption time period of data

Table 5 Time period of encryption
Size of data

Rapidity rate

Encryption
time [4]

Encryption
time
(Proposed)

complexity will rise in a single cloud platform. The case
studies below are taken into consideration as a result.
Case study 1: Time complexity.
Case study 2: Space complexity.

100

160

68

52

200

360

63

50

300

540

60

43

400

620

56

40

Case study 1

500

890

54

35

Data must arrive at the receiver at the proper time since
the proposed method is used for transportation applications where information about all consumer items must
be obtained. If the data does not reach numerous receivers, the cloud platform’s access points are reviewed, and
data faults are fixed. However, there are rare instances
where data hasn’t reached just a few receivers, in which
case the receiver’s channel is examined and necessary
action is taken for any delayed data from a few receivers.
Even if nodes in multiple clouds are unable to connect,
there is a good chance that an ad hoc cloud security system can be set up at the same location by specifying certain ranges. The optimal epoch periods for Fig. 8’s time
complexity illustration is given in Table 6.
The best epoch periods, which are randomly selected
between 10 and 100, are used to simulate Fig. 8. The
following epochs: 20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 are taken into
consideration for simple configuration, and each time
complexity is compared with the current approach [4].
If the time complexity is less than one second, the used
multiple cloud system transports the data without any
complications. This time frame is attained by utilizing the suggested technique as opposed to the current
way, although in the beginning, the complexity of the

small amounts of data. This can be demonstrated using
data with a size of 500 and a common rapidity rate of
890 s, where one data is encrypted with key management
techniques in the case of IBFA in 35 s. In contrast, other
optimization techniques require at least 54 s to encrypt a
piece of data, and after that, key management procedures
are applied.
Performance metrics of IBFA

By taking into account various scenario instances, the
parametric cloud computing problems that are established using analytical models are simulated and compared. The inclusion of IBFA in the suggested method
must be addressed using performance evaluation measures. Hence, two case studies are taken into consideration
in this section for resolving complexity issues in numerous cloud infrastructures. The proposed solution introduces multiple cloud metrics with growing data size since
at a certain point in time, traffic conditions will be more
intense, but since the size of data is much higher, more
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Fig. 8 Complexities in time periods

Table 6 Time complexities of IBFA
Best epoch

Time complexity [4]

Table 7 Space complexity representations
Time
complexity
(Proposed)

Best epoch

Space complexity [4]

Space
complexity
(Proposed)

20

2.34

1.26

20

0.4

0.13

40

2.25

1.15

40

0.36

0.1

60

2.2

0.9

60

0.35

0.07

80

2.13

0.7

80

0.33

0.04

100

2.11

0.5

100

0.32

0.03

proposed method employing IBFA in calculating the
amount of cloud data is an issue. With an epoch of 80,
this can be arbitrated; the projected method’s time complexity is 0.7 s, compared to the existing method’s 2.13 s.
Case study 2

The quantity of space in a given infrastructure is significantly influenced by the data storage capability of various
cloud platforms. This case study compares the planned
system’s spatial complexity to the state of the traffic in the
area. The suggested solution also assumes that the traffic system may change in the future, allocating additional
capacity for specific data. Additionally, the proposed
IBFA system is utilized to calculate the amount of space
needed to encrypt a certain piece of data before storing
it in space. Since the investigation indicated above is different from auxiliary space, stack segments connected
to environmental changes are not taken into account.

Figure 9; Table 7 shows the simulation results for the projected system’s spatial complexity.
The best epoch periods are taken into consideration as
inputs since Fig. 9 shows that all changes in space complexity are defined by utilizing input characteristics.
Similar to the preceding scenario, the suggested system’s
space complexity is compared to that of the current system [4]. The suggested solution also offers reduced space
difficulties with storage, encryption time, and unexpected increases in traffic situations in this comparison.
This may be demonstrated using an epoch period of 100,
where the space complexity of IBFA is 0.03 and that of
the present approach is 0.32.
From Fig. 9 it is observed that all changes in space
complexities are determined using input characteristics therefore the best epoch periods are considered as
inputs. Similar to previous case five epoch is considered
and space complexity of proposed system is compared
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Fig. 9 Comparison of space complexities

with existing system [4]. In this comparison also the
proposed method provides less space complexities with
encryption time, storage and sudden increase in traffic
conditions. This can be proved with epoch period of 100
where space complexity of IBFA is 0.03 whereas for existing method it is increased to 0.32.

Conclusion
A new analytical model is offered for a multiple-cloud
platform with strong encryption for consumer application transmission, and it also analyses all issues linked to
various data errors. The provided analytical model offers
data information in order to synchronize both uplink and
downlink data and decrease latency in each cloud data
base. Additionally, all risk considerations connected to a
single cloud platform for huge data operations are investigated, and solutions are rationalized in conditions that
are energy efficient. Additionally, a control data system
is created that connects data into various job setups that
a cloud system must carry out. Multiple cloud systems
work better on schedules as a result of individual time
allocation, so the suggested solution is put into practice
to reduce the data delay that occurs during transmission times. Additionally, because the suggested system
incorporates several clouds, there is a significant risk of
data collision if a channel is used by multiple users. To
avoid this, the projected system uses IBFA, which allots

sufficient resources for the entire cloud database. As a
result, the system’s collision rate is reduced, resulting in a
more adaptable wireless transportation operation. When
consumer data is set up on hardware in real time and
communicated to the cloud, it is seen that all of the data
has been encrypted using key management techniques.
The aforementioned key is utilized at the receiver’s side
to decrypt all information that has been stored while
using the least amount of power possible. The following
scenarios, such as determining the vertices for multiple
cloud systems, examining the failure rate of data packets,
and analyzing the rapidity rate of encryption processes,
are examined to verify the projected analytical model.
The results of all of the aforementioned cases are compared with existing models, and the comparative results
show that the proposed method on multiple cloud storage is superior for 43% at the start.
However once the scenarios are examined the real time
outcomes for all seven different cases provides much
better experimental results for about 32%. But in case
of total representation at ending state projected model
provides an average state outcome of about 27%. Therefore as compared to starting cases at ending period the
percentage of outcomes is lesser but optimal results are
achieved. If the proposed model is implemented in real
time then infrastructure of data communication will be
increased thus the data can be recovered even in case of
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many disaster conditions. Since the data transfer is made
as an intra-communication platform where all individuals throughout the universe can able to communicate
with each other it is necessary to avoid vendor stock-in
which is provided by multiple clouds. In addition a user
can able to transfer the data based on different workloads
in the system thus entire data loss is reduced. Therefore
throughout the universe the multiple cloud applications
are based on managing necessary components, providing
centralized management facilities and balancing the data
loads.
Limitations

Even though the projected method provides above mentioned advantages in real time applications by forming a
green IoT environment the exploration characteristics of
multiple cloud has some limitations. The major limitation
of designed system model is that complex parameters can
be established if the range of cloud systems is extended
to wide range. Therefore for long distance data collection
points proposed method will be implemented at high
complexities thus in turn all industry alertness will be
reduced thus increasing the cost of implementation. Even
if multiple cloud systems are designed at wide range then
reliability of the system will be reduced.
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